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STAFF REPORT 

 

 

MEETING 

DATE:  March 13, 2018  

 

TO: City Council 

 

FROM: Michael L. Antwine II, Assistant City Manager 

 Laura McDowall, Assistant City Clerk 

 

PRESENTER: Michael L. Antwine II, Assistant City Manager 

 

SUBJECT:  REPORT ON WORKSHOP FOR STRATEGIC PLAN FY 2018-19 TO FY 

20-21 

  
 

REQUEST 

 

Receive and File a report on the FY 2018-19 to FY 2020-21 Strategic Plan Workshop which was 

held on March 3, 2018. 

 

DISCUSSION 
 

The purpose of this report is to provide the community and Council with a brief recap of the city’s 

strategic plan workshop held on Saturday, March 3, 2018 at Hill Community Room. The workshop 

was very successful with attendance by the City Council, except for Councilwoman Athas, who 

was excused. There were more than 30 residents and key stakeholders in attendance and the 

workshop was facilitated by Jim Delia. 

 

The Council and Community provided a significant amount of input and suggestions to staff 

regarding the strategic plan. Staff has compiled and incorporated all of the feedback received 

during the workshop and attached it to this report. There was certain feedback from Council and 

community members that will require further discussion by Council at the next workshop or 

council meeting hearing dates. Those items required for further discussion are (not intended to be 

a complete list) such as: Mission and Vision Statement; format and outline of the strategic plan, 

additional council prioritization of Goals, Objectives and Work Plan items and staff fiscal and 

feasibility analysis of strategic plan objectives and work plan action items. 

 

The next steps in the process are for staff to continue to analyze the feedback from the workshop 

and synthesize it into a format that will be presented to the Council for further discussion and 

review over the next three (3) public hearings/work sessions, which are scheduled for March 27, 

April 10 and April 24. In addition, to the three (3) previously approved Strategic Plan 

workshop/sessions, staff is planning to schedule one (1) more additional community workshop in 

April prior to Council adoption of the final strategic plan FY 18-21. 

 

 
 

 
 

922 Machin Avenue 
Novato, CA  94945 

415/ 899-8900 
FAX 415/ 899-8213 

www.novato.org 
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FISCAL IMPACT 

 

There is no fiscal impact associated with this report. 

 
RECOMMENDATION 

 

Receive and File this report 

 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

 

1. Workshop Feedback on 3/3/18 - Strategic Plan FY 18-21 
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STRATEGIC PLAN WORKSHOP NOTES MARCH 3, 2018 

PD= Pam Drew                         PE= Pat Eklund                                EL= Eric Lucan                     JF= Josh Fryday 

GENERAL COUNCIL COMMENT 

PD 

The strategic plan needs more of an introductory piece.   

The document could have a better organizational numbering system. 

The intention of the Strategic Plan is to create a big tent that includes the Council, Staff, and 
Community  

GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT 

1. Change the reference to ‘Community’ throughout the document to ‘Customer’ 

2. Include more evacuation routes and more defensible space than just 100’ for wildfires 

3. Create a tree program to add trees along Redwood Blvd. and Novato Blvd. 

4. Create a specific goal to maintain streets to provide a walkable Novato beyond just trails. 

5. Hold meetings specifically dedicated to SMART Station issues and integration 

6. 
The document could change to reflect customer service, and the Council should consider staff 
as professionals, not low-level worker bees 

 

 

MISSION, VALUES AND VISION  

COUNCIL COMMENTS - VALUES 

1. Cooperation/collaboration 

2. Excellent Customer Service- Excellence/Integrity 

3. Good Planning 

4. Customer Service- competence of staff 

PUBLIC COMMENTS - VALUES 

1. Add the value statement of instilling cultural confidence 
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STRATEGIC PLAN WORKSHOP NOTES MARCH 3, 2018 

PD= Pam Drew                         PE= Pat Eklund                                EL= Eric Lucan                     JF= Josh Fryday 

WRITTEN COMMENTS- VALUES 

1. 
Customer Service- competence of staff encourages disrespect of staff, substitute constituent 
services maybe 

2. Inclusion 

3. Cultural Competence 

4. Environmental Stewardship 

5. Promote technological assets 

6. Respect for City Management 

WRITTEN COMMENTS- VISION 

1. 
At the end of the day the role of the City is to provide services and give back to the community 
it serves! 

 

 

A CITY THAT WORKS 

 

1.0 A City That Works 
 

Strategic Objectives 

1.1 Ensure a fiscally and organizationally sustainable city organization 
1.2 Implement proactive infrastructure management in order to ensure that City 

infrastructure is maintained in a sustainable fashion 
1.3 Implement technology and communications initiatives to improve the efficiency and 

effectiveness of city operations as well as maximize opportunities to be transparent, 
effectively inform, and meaningfully engage the community. 

1.4 Manage Novato’s transportation infrastructure in the most effective manner possible 
1.5 Engage with and Connect to our Community. NEW ITEM PROPOSED BY STAFF 

 

COUNCIL PRIORITIES 

PE 

1.1- Ensure a fiscally and organizationally sustainable city organization 

1.2- Implement proactive infrastructure management in order to ensure that City 
infrastructure is maintained in a sustainable fashion 

EL 
1.5- Engage with and Connect to our Community (with edits)  

1.1- Ensure a fiscally and organizationally sustainable city organization (with edits) 
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STRATEGIC PLAN WORKSHOP NOTES MARCH 3, 2018 

PD= Pam Drew                         PE= Pat Eklund                                EL= Eric Lucan                     JF= Josh Fryday 

PD 

1.2- Implement proactive infrastructure management in order to ensure that City 
infrastructure is maintained in a sustainable fashion  

1.4- Manage Novato’s transportation infrastructure in the most effective manner possible 
(alter so they don’t overlap) 

JF 
1.1- Ensure a fiscally and organizationally sustainable city organization 

1.5- Engage with and Connect to our Community 

1. 1.5- add and emphasis on the underserved  

WRITTEN COMMENTS 

1. Another Post office or Annex 

2. Agree regarding post office or annex, should be one in South Novato at least 

3. Let’s make Novato a smart city: Broadband, tech advances, Mini Silicon Valley 

4. 
Support City program for tree lined streets along Redwood and Novato Blvd, like Berkley and 
Palo Alto 

5. Downtown Parking 

6. 
Train Stations: 
Bike Sharing- give Residents more mobility choices 
Provide options for last mile transportation 

7. Fire prevention- maintenance of City property around WUI neighborhoods; evacuation routes 

8. Emergency evacuation routes; clearance more than 100’ from structures 

9.  Prevent fires and reduce fuel more than 100’ from structures 

10. Reduce fuel more than 300’ from structures 

11. Adopt the KISS method of employee training 

12. 
Incorporate and support age-friendly/intergenerational considerations and/or improvements 
into City planning processes 
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STRATEGIC PLAN WORKSHOP NOTES MARCH 3, 2018 

PD= Pam Drew                         PE= Pat Eklund                                EL= Eric Lucan                     JF= Josh Fryday 

13. No youth commission as there are new youth groups through YL1- partner with them 

14. Partner with mental health counselors at North Marin Community Services 

15. Just a bedroom community? 

 

 

LIVING WELL TOGETHER 

 

2.0 Living Well Together 
 

Strategic Objectives 
 

2.1 Maintain and enhance public safety. 
2.2 Continue aggressive Emergency Preparedness in all areas of the community.   

STAFF RECOMMEND DELETION: Regular everyday operations 
2.3 Expand City support, partnership, and sponsorship of events to build community 

cohesiveness. 
2.4 Promote outreach and involvement of the Hispanic community. STAFF RECOMMEND 

DELETION FROM THIS SECTION- (Moved to new strategic objective in ‘A City That Works’ 1.0) 
2.5 Improve and develop facilities and programs to increase citywide recreational 

opportunities. 
2.6 Continue to implement and participate in efforts such as the Healthy Eating Active Living 

(HEAL) Cities Initiative and others to create a more healthy and active Novato. 
2.7 Promote Novato’s Comprehensive Trail network, open space areas, and parks to increase 

awareness and motivate residents and visitors to be active.  STAFF RECOMMEND 
DELETION  

2.8 Promote Programs and Services for seniors that help them to remain engaged, active, and 
independent.  STAFF RECOMMEND DELETION 

2.9 Explore Partnerships with other districts for affordable housing opportunities within 
Novato for Public Employees. NEW ITEM PROPOSED BY STAFF 

COUNCIL COMMENTS 

PE 

Do not delete 2.7 - ‘Promote Novato’s Comprehensive Trail network, open space areas, and 
parks to increase awareness and motivate residents and visitors to be 
active’ 

Do not delete 2.8- ‘Promote Programs and Services for seniors that help them to remain 
engaged, active, and independent.’ 

PD 

 
Some objectives are duplicative 

Do not move 2.4 - ‘Promote outreach and involvement of the Hispanic community’ 
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STRATEGIC PLAN WORKSHOP NOTES MARCH 3, 2018 

PD= Pam Drew                         PE= Pat Eklund                                EL= Eric Lucan                     JF= Josh Fryday 

Do not delete 2.7 - ‘Promote Novato’s Comprehensive Trail network, open space areas, and 
parks to increase awareness and motivate residents and visitors to be 
active’ 

EL 
Regarding 2.9 ‘Explore Partnerships with other districts for affordable housing opportunities 
within Novato for Public Employees’, there is a housing crisis- how can we broaden this goal 
without losing focus? 

JF 

How do we hold ourselves accountable, i.e. measures/metrics 

Are we too specific in our objectives?  Pull back to a higher level 

Focus on our community regarding disaster preparedness 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

1. Very concerned about fire safety 

2.  2.6- Leave Blue Ribbon goal in, substance use prevention very important 

3. Affordable housing for Novato residents and people who work in Novato 

4. 2.4- Change to races of all types 

5. Number document so that goals are easy to reference 

6. Set measure for each objective; show tracking on website as to status 

7. Disaster Preparedness and Age friendly; be sensitive about language and ‘isms’ 

8. Eliminate the ethnic groups; include all underserved individuals such as the disabled 

9. 
2.4 and 1.5- expand language to not only all races but all individuals, such as immigrant 
communities regardless of status, race or creed 

10. 2.4- Replace the word ‘Hispanic’ with ‘Latino’ 

WRITTEN COMMENTS 

1. 6.c- Change NBR4Y to Healthy Novato Initiative 
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STRATEGIC PLAN WORKSHOP NOTES MARCH 3, 2018 

PD= Pam Drew                         PE= Pat Eklund                                EL= Eric Lucan                     JF= Josh Fryday 

2. Change ‘alcohol’ to ‘substance use’ 

3. 3.a Add North Marin Community Services as a key community partner 

4. NUSD should be ‘Unified’ not ‘Union’ 

5. Panhandling, abandoned vehicles, homeless services 

6. Palmer and Sunset traffic 

COUNCIL PRIORITIES 

 
PE 

 
2.1 - ‘Maintain and enhance public safety.’ 

2.2 - ‘Continue Aggressive Emergency Preparedness in all Areas of the Community.’   

2.3 - ‘Expand City support, partnership, and sponsorship of events to build community 
cohesiveness.’ (with edits) 

2.8 - ‘Promote Programs and Services for seniors that help them to remain engaged, active, 
and independent’ 

Firewise assessment 

Engaging our community- all cultures and ages 

Reinstate the Youth Commission 

Engagement with our seniors 

Trails are important 

 
EL 2.1 - ‘Maintain and enhance public safety.’ 

2.5 - ‘Improve and develop facilities and programs to increase citywide recreational 
opportunities’. 

Broaden 2.9 - ‘Explore Partnerships with other districts for affordable housing opportunities 
within Novato for Public Employees’. 

 
PD 

2.1 - ‘Maintain and enhance public safety.’ 

Emergency Preparedness 

Mental health 

 
JF 2.1 - ‘Maintain and enhance public safety.’ 

2.9 - ‘Explore Partnerships with other districts for affordable housing opportunities within 
Novato for Public Employees.’ 
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STRATEGIC PLAN WORKSHOP NOTES MARCH 3, 2018 

PD= Pam Drew                         PE= Pat Eklund                                EL= Eric Lucan                     JF= Josh Fryday 

ECONOMIC VITALITY 

3.0 Economic Vitality 
 

Strategic Objectives 
 

3.1 Strengthen and expand the biotech and life sciences industries in Novato. 
3.2 Aggressively conduct business recruitment and retention and work to reduce Novato’s 

loss of retail revenue to surrounding communities. STAFF RECOMMEND DELETION OF THE 
WORD ‘AGGRESSIVELY’ 

3.3 Remove blight, restore historic structures, generate revenue, and utilize City owned 
properties in Hamilton. 

3.4 Implement Council Endorsed Economic Development Workplan NEW ITEM PROPOSED BY 
STAFF 

3.5 Update of Chapter 5 of Municipal Code (Subdivision and Development Standards) NEW 
PROPOSED ITEM FROM STAFF 

 

COUNCIL COMMENTS 

PE 

Would like to see a draft Economic Plan, not just a ‘workplan’ 

Bring more restaurants and business downtown; reduce costs to bring business 

Be proactive, especially about The Square Shopping Center and Fireman’s Fund- these should 
be individual objectives, i.e. work with owners or encourage them to sell the properties 

PD 

Look at 3.3- “Remove Blight” has a difficult history; come up with different words. Fine with 
leaving out the words ‘in Hamilton’  

Not sure what ‘implement Economic Development Workplan’ means- does this mean from 
the Economic Development Advisory Commission or from the City? 

Would be nice to see what the Economic Development budget is spent on 

‘Update Chapter 5 of the Municipal Code’ shouldn’t be under Economic Development, it 
should be under A City That Works instead. 

EL 

Good point about specific sites; create a big bucket with specific sites listed and update the 
sites as development happens; identify key sites for incentives, etc. 

Look at development process- is it too long? Update so small project get through the process 
quicker. 
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STRATEGIC PLAN WORKSHOP NOTES MARCH 3, 2018 

PD= Pam Drew                         PE= Pat Eklund                                EL= Eric Lucan                     JF= Josh Fryday 

JF 
Many of the objectives will come out of the Economic Development Workplan 
Supports all of the objectives 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

1. 3.1- Don’t limit to just Biotech. 

2.  

 
Create a bullet point for Nightlife Downtown 

3.3- is “blight” structural blight or pile up in the City? 

Staff Response: Blight means both buildings and infrastructure 

 

3. 

Can any City properties be tied in for a disaster headquarters? 

Staff Response:  A combined disaster headquarters already exists at Novato Fire District and 
the backup is the Police Deparment; in the event of a disaster, local resources must be 
depleted before the Federal Government steps in 

4. 
Entrepreneurship is missing in the Strategic Plan document; need a diverse and inclusive 
economy, not just businesses. 

5. 
Adopt form based code, no more segregated separate code. 

Reduce parking minimums or eliminate- can’t keep car culture forever. 

6. 
Need infrastructure to bring business to Novato; we need to take a position that we want 
businesses, not just existing buildings, i.e. Fireman’s Fund.  Can’t keep this idea that we want 
to be small. 

7. 
City has failed by not already having housing a major objective; need cohesive housing to 
support business growth.  A Housing Policy needs to be done, we need housing first.  Add a 
viable housing policy. 

8. Need City-wide broadband system, which will allow the City to become more innovative 

WRITTEN COMMENTS 

1. Introduce form-based zoning 

2. Fireman’s Fund? 
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STRATEGIC PLAN WORKSHOP NOTES MARCH 3, 2018 

PD= Pam Drew                         PE= Pat Eklund                                EL= Eric Lucan                     JF= Josh Fryday 

3. Business Development priority zones? 

4. Creating a social scene for families- entertainment, “gathering place”, restaurants, etc. 

5. Can future affordable housing be assigned to current resident or people who work in Novato 

6. 
How can we keep employees if they cannot afford to live here and we cannot afford to pay 
the cost of their commutes? 

COUNCIL PRIORITIES 

PE 

3.4 - ‘Implement Council Endorsed Economic Development Workplan’, but develop an 
Economic Development Plan, not just a “workplan”. 

Work with Property owners, especially Fireman’s Fund 

EL 
3.4 - ‘Implement Council Endorsed Economic Development Workplan’ 

Key sites item 

PD 

Set up plan to start with people, then go to Great Places 

Look at North Redwood Corridor 

Need small city amenities and need an industrial park, i.e. in Bel Marin Keys 

Need to think about getting people out in case of emergency if there is an expansion in Bel 
Marin Keys 

JF 

 
3.4 - ‘Implement Council Endorsed Economic Development Workplan’- Get the Economic 
Development plan done and resource correctly 

4.3 - ‘Facilitate a vibrant downtown that enhances community spaces, restaurant options and 
the retail environment’ in Great Places should be under Economic Vitality 
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STRATEGIC PLAN WORKSHOP NOTES MARCH 3, 2018 

PD= Pam Drew                         PE= Pat Eklund                                EL= Eric Lucan                     JF= Josh Fryday 

 

GREAT PLACES 
 
4.0 Great Places 
 

Strategic Objectives 
 

4.1 Complete General Plan update process and adopt any necessary Zoning Code 
amendments. (Yr 1 FY 18/19) 

4.2 Redevelop Redwood Boulevard corridor from DeLong to San Marin. 
4.3 Facilitate a vibrant downtown that enhances community spaces, restaurant options and 

the retail environment. 
4.4 Create a community gathering space and dog destination by renovating Dogbone 

Meadow Dog Park. RECOMMEND DELETION (Moved to ‘Living Well Together’ #5.g/2.5) 
4.5 Continue to support and improve the operation, facilities, infrastructure and community 

of the Marin Valley Mobilehome Country Club which is owned by the City. 
4.6 Implement a planning process for the renovation and reuse of the Historic Train Depot 

and City-owned Depot Lot. NEW 

 
COUNCIL COMMENTS 

 
PE Objectives need refinement 

Staff should create a Biannual or Annual report of what has been accomplished 

We need to look at how to expand Downtown north; be very strict about what can go into 
that area; create a separate objective for the Downtown 

The Civic Center does need is own objective; focus on Simmons House and Community 
Center; move the History Museum into the Simmons house. 

Focus on North Redwood corridor 

Look at our parks, such as O’Hair and the Lieb property 

Create a strategic objective on how to bring agriculture to Novato, i.e. Farm to Table 

4.1 - ‘Complete General Plan update process and adopt any necessary Zoning Code 
amendments’ doesn’t need to be in the Strategic Plan 

4.4 - ‘Create a community gathering space and dog destination by renovating Dogbone 
Meadow Dog Park’ doesn’t need to be in the Strategic Plan 

4.6 - ‘Implement a planning process for the renovation and reuse of the Historic Train Depot 
and City-owned Depot Lot’ can go under 4.3 (Downtown item), it doesn’t need its own 
objective 
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STRATEGIC PLAN WORKSHOP NOTES MARCH 3, 2018 

PD= Pam Drew                         PE= Pat Eklund                                EL= Eric Lucan                     JF= Josh Fryday 

 
PD If a project is fully funded, should it be in the Strategic Plan?  

Should criteria be created to determine what is a “Great Place”? Needs to be a significant site, 
such as the Town Center 

Put MVMCC, Depot Lot, Dog Park, Downtown, and Civic Center Master Plan with various parts 
listed in Great Places. 

Sherman Ave Flex Space and Simmons House should be completed in the next 3 years. 

Downtown is too linear; expand down Redwood 

4.1 ‘Complete General Plan update process and adopt any necessary Zoning Code 
amendments’ should go under A City That Works 

 
EL Should CIP projects like Dogbone Meadows be in the Strategic Plan?  Maybe include only if 

they are over a certain dollar amount and if they need community workshops. 

Staff response: It’s good to show milestones, perhaps only include those projects in the Public 
Outreach Plan’s top tier 

 
JF 

 

Can Hamilton be moved to Great Places? 

Great places for who?  Would be better to narrow, i.e. Families, Intergenerational- need to 
dig in more. 

Set up framework for specific locations (Depot, Community House, Fireman’s Fund) 

Go through a visioning process for Downtown and how to aggregate  

PUBLIC COMMENT 

1. 
Two objectives to be measured that can go into the Strategic Plan- Depot Lot can go to RFP, 
use the RFP to implement Community needs; should include weighted scoring of proposals 

2.  
Naïve to work with property owners directly; use up-zoning incentives instead to provide 
developer incentives 

3. 

Lots of other opportunities other than just Fireman’s Fund such as North Redwood Corridor 
and North North Redwood Corridor, add an item for North North Redwood Corridor and work 
with property owner’s and include it somewhere in the Strategic Plan with wording similar to 
the North Redwood corridor item, you can’t do one without the other. 

4. 
Would like to go back to treating staff civilly; fair number of people in Hamilton feel bullied by 
the vocal minority, lots of people are fine with housing in the Town Center if it means the 
Theater would be renovated; be civil when the discussion comes 

5. 
Great managers in Novato; RFP discussion and the way the City Council teats management 
was silly; Council should trust staff to do their jobs 

6. 4.1- Key moment to discuss Form Based Code; current code is racist 
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7.  Looking at Old Town, need a facility for parking 

WRITTEN COMMENTS 

1. Mandated housing – do we have utilities/infrastructure support 

2. Housing-  electric charging statement 

3. Transit oriented community 

4. Address first and last mile connectivity 

5. Form based zoning 

6. End parking minimums 

COUNCIL PRIORITIES 

PE 

Start focusing on the historic buildings that the City owns 

Need to focus on building the Downtown 

Look at North Redwood Corridor and North North Redwood Corridor 

EL 

Downtown is key 

Community House will cost a lot of money, what is the revenue source? May need to start 
looking at ways to fund these projects 

OK to have items in both the General Plan and the Strategic Plan  

PD Keep small town fee and uniqueness 

JF 

Downtown, downtown, downtown 

Get Depot Lot done 

Focus on things we can get done 
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PD= Pam Drew                         PE= Pat Eklund                                EL= Eric Lucan                     JF= Josh Fryday 

ENVIRONMENTAL LEGACY 

2.0 Environmental Legacy 
 

Strategic Objectives 
 

2.1 Reduce greenhouse gas emissions and potable water use climate impacts of City 
Operations. (STAFF PROPOSED EDIT) 

2.2 Promote the use and accessibility of public transportation and the successful start of the 
SMART rail system STAFF RECOMMEND DELETION 

2.3 Pursue other environmental initiatives and preservation of environmental resources. 
STAFF RECOMMEND DELETION 

2.4 Promote climate change solutions to the community and support action to reduce 
community greenhouse gas emissions. NEW- PROPOSED BY STAFF 

COUNCIL COMMENTS 

 
PE Would like to change title of this section to ‘Environmental Stewardship’ 

Does not want any items deleted 

Focus on Green Purchasing 

The Northbay Watershed item is not complete 

Agrees with Agriculture item suggested by JF 

Implement Farm to Table at Lieb property 

Green Streets 

Reduce food waste 

Complete the Carmel Property Acquisition for Open Space 

 
PD Agrees regarding the agriculture item suggested by JF 

Wants to change title of section to ‘Environmental Stewardship’ 

Break up workplan items, needs better organization 

EL Looks forward to more discussion on these workplan items 

JF 

Would like further discussion regarding the deletion of the SMART item; Ok to move, but the 
item should remain somewhere; think about how SMART relates to walking, biking, etc 

Agriculture is such a big part of our legacy, would like to incorporate or add in agriculture as a 
workplan item 
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PUBLIC COMMENT 

1. 

Great to see Novato taking leadership role on Clean and Green and Green Purchasing 

Green-up City operations 

Supports community Garden 

5.4- do more to encourage residents to opt into Marin Clean Energy 

Take a look at process for solar permitting- reduce costs 

Install Electric Vehicle chargers 

2.  

Clear brush to create firebreaks; look into leafy streets- look for Grant funding 

Work towards a carbon neutral footprint; reduce trips 

Increase density Downtown- use downtown differently, increase density to use existing 
property more efficiently 

3. 5.2- Don’t delete, promote even further i.e. bike sharing, walking, Transportation Demand 
Management (TDM) to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT). 

4. 

Increase charging stations 

Look at sea level rise 

Storm drain collection maintenance 

5. 5.4b- collaborative item sounds good; engage youth 

6. 
Staff comment:  the City’s Public Works Department and Parks, Recreation and Community 
Services Department are currently working on a community garden at the Lieb property 

7. 

Look at a solar generating plan, windmills, reduce dependence on fossil fuels 

5.1 – address by using landfill to generate power 

Staff comment:  The landfill is now putting methane through turbines to generate power 
 

8. 
Good consensus on goal 5 items, suggest a green purchasing policy and new community 
gardens; solar power processing fees are too high 

WRITTEN COMMENTS 

1. SMART connectivity 

2. Discourage dumping on residential open lots/streets 
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3. Divest $ from oil, fossil fuels and invest in renewable resources 

4. Find alternatives to “Round Up” etc. for City landscaping 

5. Parks in every neighborhood [sites should be strategically located w/in a 15-minute walk  

6. Secure our landfills from S.L.R. 

COUNCIL PRIORITIES 

 
PE 

Revamp goals 

Add a Green Purchasing Policy and Contracting item 

Look at green streets and how to incorporate grants 

Lieb property 

Reorder to: 

1. Environmental Stewardship 

2. Living Well Together (change to ‘Healthy Living’ and include public safety) 

3. A City That Works (change to ‘Working to Serve the Community’) 

EL Prioritization is not needed as there are not many objectives 

 
PD Need to note in our Strategic Plan that we are uniquely situated in relation to the Watershed 

Would like to reorder items to: 

1. Living Well Together 
2. Great Places 
3. Economic Vitality 
4. Environmental Stewardship 
5. A City That Works 

JF 
Too little to prioritize; we are getting regional recognition for being a green leader, keep it a 
priority to keep leading 
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